Introduction
Por a general discrete time infinite dimensional system the sequence of finite dimensional approximations is defined. The feedback operators stabilizing finite dimensional approximations are used to compute stabilizing finite dimensional system. The results are applied to stabilization of systems with time delays.
A general disorete time infinite dimensional system is defined by the equation where x^ e X, u^ e U, X, U are Banach spaces, and Ae<8(X), Be,3(U,X) are linear bounded operators. The equation (1.1) can be used as a discrete model for the linear continuous time dynamic system described by the relation t (1. 2) x(t) = S(t) x(0) + f S(t-s)Bv(s)ds, i where x(t) e X, vM 6 Lioc(0,°° ;V), or v(.) e C(0,oo;V), X, V are Banach spaces, and js(t); 0 < t j is a strongly continuous semigroup of operators. The discretization procedure of semigroup system (1.2) is presented in [7] . Approxi- (H1J X^3 is a finite dimensional subspace of X for each H. "k e m a r k 2.1. If hypothesels (H1), (H2) (respectively (H4i, (H5)) hold and A (resp. B) is compact then operators Ay = PJJA (resp. B^ = Pjj-B) are collectively compact and hypothesis (ri3)(resp. (H6) holds.
Proof: see [b] . 
Stabilization of the general discrete time system
The problem of stabilization of infinite dimensional discrete time system by finite dimensional feedback gain will be examined. The main results of [8] will be presented. For details and proofs of theorems see [s] . First we define the notions of a-approximate stability and a-approximate stabilizability. In this section it is assumed that the system (1.1) is a-approximately stabilizable. This assumption is not very strong. Relations betweenc*-approximate stabilisability and other notions of null controllability are presented in [5] . Theorem 3.1.
The system (1.1) with compact operator A is a-approximately stabilizable iff there exist i ! 6 *8(X,U) such that the spectral radius y (A + BF)«= ex.
-¿63 - It can be proved that if the approximating systems are defined as mentioned above then there exist N and FJJ such that the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Sufficient conditions for them are as follows.
ï h e 0 r e m 3.3 (see [8] ). If the sequence of operators Ljj(A) tends to 0 uniformly with respect to A; and the set |ljj(*): N = 1,2,..., is collectively compact then tends to 0 uniformly with respect to a. 
) and (4.2) respectively then x(t) = xr+-i it -Î-*h).
For details see [7] .
[e] +1 l j
Por simplification we assume that m = 1.
We approximate the system ( This system is equivalent to the infine dimensional discrete time system x,(t) = u(t) x 2 (t) = x^t-1 ) + x 2 (t-1 ).
The assumptions about the spaces X and U are the same as in section 4. An approximating system is defined by equation shows that the sequenoe | F jfJ a 0 " 6 collectively bounded and hence Th. 3.3 oannot be used.
The method of eigenvalue and eigenvector assignment with state feedback [3] , [4] » as well as simulation of the solution of (5.3) were used to calculate the finite dimensional stabilizing feedback operator.
Computations were carried out for JS = 3 and K = 5, and eigenvalues of closed loop 1 approximating systems were put on a circle of radius O.Oll
The feedback operators FJJ were obtained. They were used to compute controls for the system (5.3). Solutions of the system (5.3) with such controls are presented in Fig.1 and 2 . It is well seen that even for small N feedbaok operators stabilizing approximating systems do stabilize system (5.3). Hence, the proposed method of approximation can be used also for stabilization of systems for which sufficient conditions from section 3 are not verifiable.
6. Concluding remarks Application of finite dimensional approximation theory to stabilization cf systems with time delay has been presented. The construction of a sequence of approximating finite dimensional systems is simpler than the computation of spectral approximations. Unfortunately, the verification of sufficient conditions for stabilizing feedback is still very difficult. The future of this work is connected with investigation of easily verifiable sufficient conditions.
